
The camera pans around the back of Johnathan Lee Iverson, a black man in a Ringmaster’s
outfit, as the words “we have a story we’d like to share” pops up on screen around him. It fades
to black and back to a red curtain where Jason Span as “johnny”, a black man in a paperboy
cap, steps out in wonder. Blurred bokeh lights transition into Vivene Espana, an italian woman
wearing a teal and maroon unitard soaring in the air as she wraps her body around a metallic
hoop. Elan Espana, a hispanic italian man wearing a maroon and black costume, twirls with his
diabolos before fading into Dominik with his trombone, which fades over a blurred Jen
Bricker-Bauer spinning in the air, becoming more and more focused as Dominik fades out. A
barely visible silhouette of Vivene with her arm extended out cuts to Noemi Lee Espana and
Marcos Ponce Lopez tumbling backwards towards Johnny as he crouches in fear, Marcos
flipping into the air. Viviene hangs in the air from a rope as silk hangs from her neck quickly
cutting to Rob and Miss Jane each with a stilt in their hands, then to Miss Jane in a yellow outfit
with Johnny over by the wardrobe set. Ottavio positions a crossbow and shoots it as the scene
cross fades into shenea stiletto gracefully spinning around with her legs pointed in different
directions in the air as the hand balances. Rob holds up a glass before cutting to King Charles
Troop unicycling arm in arm for a split second. Poet Anna Gichan and Marcos Ponce Lopez
jump up facing each other with their hands against each other. Miss Jane runs towards Rob on
stilts and reaches for his arms as he grabs her and spins her in the air. Viviene is suspended in
the air from the rope wrapped around her, then moves in a way that releases her body as she
swirls down. Rob and Miss Jane have Johnny at the Wardrobe showing him the clothes.
Noemi’s lower body has many silver hula hoops as she spins to keep them going, stopping in
line with the music. Elan Espana takes a knee as Anna Gichan tumbles backwards. Johnny
watches in amazement as Marcos Ponce Lopez holds Noemi Lee Espana in the air by holding
each other's hands; behind them is chaotic, with juggling and dancing. Marcos tosses Noemi in
the air and Johnny’s jaw drops; Marcos catches her by her hips and everyone surrounding them
is amazed. Naomi, Ottavio, Miss Jane, Anna Gichan and Bailey Anne Vincent are holding up
silver hoops as Marcos runs towards them and flips his body over them all; Miss jane;s face is
wide in amazement. Two members of the Kings Charles Troop are swinging two ropes as
another member wheels over with his unicycle and starts to jump. Elan, now wearing black and
silver, steps into his cyr wheel as it transitions to Bailey Anne Vincent pulling back the curtain to
reveal Jason Span on a pole. Poet Anna Gichan and Bailey Anne Vincent touch him and start
his movement as he begins to spin around the pole. Anna Gichan signing in ASL is layered
above video of Jason on the pole with the words “your ticket to adventure” popping on the
screen as she signs. Miss Jane walking on top of green bottles with Rob watching in the
background, face wide with amazement. King Charles Troop plays basketball on unicycles as
one member makes a slam dunk. Jason Span dances in front of Bailey Anne Vincent, Naomi
Gesmundo and Anna Gichan with his flaming red orange and yellow silk fan, contrasting their
blue and white ones. Vivene Espana swings in the air as she is holding onto a rope. She slowly
fades out over Noemi hand balancing and shooting a bow and arrow with her feet; when it hits
the target, the video cuts to black for a second before fading into Jen Bricker-Bauer on her
wheelchair. She lifts her body up in the air, which ends at her hips; while she does this, the
words “that's what Omnium is doing; showing look what we can do” pop up on the screen.
Jason Span spins around on a pole in the air, cross fading into Noemi hula hooping in the air as
she was being lifted back down to the stage. Elan holds on to his cyr wheel as he spins, but



then lets go and continues to spin with his arms extended out. Viviene Espana hangs her body
over a hoop in the air, her legs pointed upwards and her arms pointed out; as she spins, she
begins to move her legs. It fades to Jen Bricker-Bauer and Dominik Bauer embraced together
as they spin in the air; they smile at each other as they look upon each other with warm gazes
before Jen leans back and extends her arms. Jason Span stands bathed in golden light and
gazes upwards at an orange glowing ring of fire that begins to form around him; he fades out
before the ring completes. A purple, red and yellow Omnium: a Bold New Circus logo fades into
the center of the ring.


